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National Best SellerNamed one of TIME magazineâ€™s "100 Most Influential People"A TIME and

Entertainment Weekly Best Book of 2016 So FarÂ An illuminating debut memoir of a woman in

science; a moving portrait of a longtime friendship; and a stunningly fresh look at plants that will

forever change how you see the natural world Â  Acclaimed scientist Hope Jahren has built three

laboratories in which sheâ€™s studied trees, flowers, seeds, and soil. Her first book is a revelatory

treatise on plant lifeâ€”but it is also so much more.  Lab Girl is a book about work, love, and the

mountains that can be moved when those two things come together. It is told through Jahrenâ€™s

remarkable stories: about her childhood in rural Minnesota with an uncompromising mother and a

father who encouraged hours of play in his classroomâ€™s labs; about how she found a sanctuary

in science, and learned to perform lab work done â€œwith both the heart and the handsâ€•; and

about the inevitable disappointments, but also the triumphs and exhilarating discoveries, of scientific

work.Yet at the core of this book is the story of a relationship Jahren forged with a brilliant, wounded

man named Bill, who becomes her lab partner and best friend. Their sometimes rogue adventures

in science take them from the Midwest across the United States and back again, over the Atlantic to

the ever-light skies of the North Pole and to tropical Hawaii, where she and her lab currently make

their home. Jahrenâ€™s probing look at plants, her astonishing tenacity of spirit, and her acute

insights on nature enliven every page of this extraordinary book. Lab Girl opens your eyes to the

beautiful, sophisticated mechanisms within every leaf, blade of grass, and flower petal. Here is an

eloquent demonstration of what can happen when you find the stamina, passion, and sense of

sacrifice needed to make a life out of what you truly love, as you discover along the way the person

you were meant to be.
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Jahren is a beautiful writer. Her chapters on soil and trees and plants were gripping and eye

opening--even for this scientist reader. Yet this book, which might better be considered a platonic

love story to Bill, her long time lab partner, rather than a book about the life of a scientist, was

tainted by the gleeful disdain that Jahren and Bill show for many other people. I would give the book

five stars if she'd just stuck to the plants and Bill.At one point Jahren compares the intelligence of

her graduate students to her dog-- and the dog wins. She refers to another quiet student on a trip as

"warm-blooded cargo," because of his uselessness as a driver. What really sealed the deal for me

was the road trip. 5 Days before a conference, Jahren and Bill decide they want to attend. They

decide to drive cross country, taking two graduate students with them to share in the driving (not to

enrich their education or anything). One day, Jahren does not heed multiple warnings and directs

the graduate student driver to go straight into a snow storm. Predictably, the van flips when they hit

some ice. Lessons Jahren learned: 1) When you pee into bottles make sure to cap them. 2) Wear a

seat belt. The student driver, understandably shaken, asks to be dropped off at the airport so she

can fly home, but Jahren and Bill yell at her and refuse, calling her a quitter. They drag her to the

conference in the banged up van so that Jahren can deliver the talk that was so important that it

was never mentioned again in the book. When they return, Jahren nobly claims responsibility for the

busted university van (as she should-- she was in charge!). How selfless.
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